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Prime Minister Lauds the efforts of India’s Space Scientists
Encourages them to
remain hopeful and
continue working
hard on India’s Space
Programme
Even as the Chandrayan 2 Mission
lost its communication with the Control
Centre at the ISRO headquarters, Prime
Minister NarendraModi who was witnessing the descent of the Chandrayan
2 along with the ISRO Scientists at
Bengaluru said “India is proud of our scientists! They’ve given their best and have
always made India proud. These are
moments to be courageous, and courageous we will be!”
In a personalized effort to boost the
morale of the scientists, Prime Minister
said “The country is with you, I am with

you. The effort was worth it and so was
the journey “
“You are those people who work for
Mother India’s victory and struggle for it
and have a grit and determination to make
her proud. “
“I could feel and sense your despondency and emotions last night. I was
amongst you when the communication
from the Vehicle was lost. There are several unanswered questions but I am sure
you would find the answers. I know there
was hard work behind.”
“We might have faced a small setback in our journey but this would not let
down our zeal and enthusiasm to achieve
our goals”
Our resolve strengthens now.
“The whole nation was awake last
night in solidarity with our scientist sisters and brothers. We came very close

to the surface of the moon and that effort
is highly laudable. “
“We are proud of our space programme and scientists, their hard work
and determination has ensured a better
life not only for our citizens but also other
nations. It is their outcome of their innovative zeal that several people got bet-

Sachin Pilot praises workers for
Rajasthan win
Jaipur: Rajasthan deputy chief minister Sachin Pilot said on Saturday
that party workers’ hard work had led to the Congress winning power
in Rajasthan from its low point of 21 seats in the 2013 assembly elections.
“Every party worker worked hard to bring this number to 100” said
Pilot who is the state Congress president.
Thousands of Congress workers, supporters and leaders turned
up at the Congress office in Jaipur to wish Pilot on his 42nd birthday.Chief minister Ashok Gehlot who was on a tour of Jaisalmer wished
Pilot through a tweet.
Pilot stood on a decked stage, greeting people who came to wish
him with huge garlands, bouquets, swords, safas (traditional turban)
and photo collages.
“I am thankful to all for their blessings and love; it is this power and support which gives me confidence. All efforts will be
to come up to people’s expectations,” said Pilot.
Addressing newspersons, Pilot said that since the Congress formed government in Rajasthan, people’s issues are being
addressed on priority. “The Congress will not leave any stone unturned to serve people.”On upcoming elections to local bodies, he said, “Elections keep happening… It is good for a party, especially which is in power. In governance there are constant
exams, where people assess the work. We are hopeful that their trust and support will continue.”
Regarding law and order situation, he said, “The government will make all efforts to control anti-social elements.”
Speaking about the economy, Pilot said, “Factories are shutting; unemployment and inflation are high. This has never happened in decades. Instead of improving it, the central government is taking ₹1.70 lakh crore from RBI; no one knows why?”
Talking about the membership drive, he said, “Our membership drive is not like other parties where membership is done
through a missed call. In Congress, a form is filled in with details of the members and data is maintained.”

Taken several historic and landmark decisions
at an unprecedented scale 100 days of Bold
Initiatives & Decisive Actions’
New Delhi: Union Minister ShriPrakashJavadekar addressed
a Press Conference on key decisions taken by the Government
in the first hundred days of its second term. The Minister released
the booklet ‘Jan Connect’ and inaugurated an Exhibition on
‘Furthering India’s Development - 100 days of Bold Initiatives
& Decisive Actions’.
The Booklet contains a compendium of key decisions of
the government in hundred days and can be accessed here.
It is divided into the following sections:
Jammu, Kashmir and Ladakh - Crown of India,Sweeping
Economic Reforms - Towards $5 Trillion Economy,Ease of Doing
Business,Ensuring Social Justice to all Sections of
Society,Empowerment of all
Towards Doubling Farmers’ Income,Towards Commanding
Water Security,Good Governance
First Government Decision - Dedicated to those who protect India,Focus on Higher Education Infrastructure,On the edge
of Discovery,Security and DefenceSectors,Modi Government’s
Work wins Global Praise,Increasing Global Stature of India,India
Leading the Global Narrative,PMModi at the G20 - Wide Outreach,
Futuristic Outcomes,Neighbourhood First Policy,Strengthening
our ties with Extended Neighbourhood,India’s expanding
Sphere of Influence in the World,G7 Summit,Strengthening the
ties with Russia,Empowering North-East,Media Coverage &
Citizen Speak.
Speaking on the occasion, ShriJavadekar said that the gov-

ernment has taken several historic and landmark decisions at
an unprecedented scale. He also lauded the sensitivity and
encouragement of Prime Minister ShriNarendraModi towards
the dedicated scientists at ISRO and boost to the scientific
community at large.
The Minister highlighted key decisions of the government,
including abrogation of Articles 370 and 35A with a view to the
betterment of life of common people of Jammu, Kashmir and
Ladakh; steps towards achieving the vision of making India $5
trillion economy; large scale investment in infrastructure and
social sector; Ease of Doing Business; legislation against Triple
Talaq; reduction of physical interference and transparency in
GST and IT return filing process; Jal Shakti Abhiyaan;
HarGharBijliYojna; Ujjwala scheme for gas connections;
Ayushman Bharat; social sector protection to unorganized sector workers and small traders; financial assistance to farmers
- the largest of its kind in the world; Jan Bhagidari movements
Fit India and campaign against ending menace of single use
plastics; measure of good governance; productive of
Parliamentary Session; action against corrupt government officers among others.
Addressing concerns raised on GDP growth rate,
ShriJavadekar stressed that while the slowdown of the economy is cyclical, the fundamentals of Indian economy are strong;
with surge in foreign investment and domestic demand, GDP
growth rate will soon rise.

PIMS Conferred with the state-level award
Udaipur: Pacific Institute of Medical Sciences (PIMS), Hospital Umrada, was awarded the Family Welfare State Level
Award (2018-19) in a program organized under World Population Day held in Jaipur. Dr. K S. Samar&BhairulalGurjar from
PIMS.As representative received the Shield, Testimonial and Cash amount. The chief guest was Medical Health and Family
Welfare Minister Raghu Sharma. The function was Chaired by Hemantkumar Gera.PIM Chairman AshishAggarwal said that
all the family welfare services in PIMS were started from the year 2015 and 5400 successful vasectomy operations have been
done so far. In this 152 new vasectomies new technology has been done by NSV which has been a complete success. PIMS
has topped the state level continuously for the last two years for the work done by Dr. Samar and his team. After the honor,
the a representative of PIMS who reached Udaipur was welcomed by the Chairman, AshishAgarwal and other officials.

RYAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
HOSTS 64th BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT OPENS
Udaipur: Under the vision ‘SPORTS’ of our respected Chairman Sir RYAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, UDAIPUR hosted the opening ceremony of 64th Basketball Tournament (Under 17 and Under 19) in the school premises. Guest to grace the
occasion were NIS Basketball Coach - Mr. DaljitMahavar, International Athlete- Madam HamidaBano, Deputy DEO
MrLakshmanSalvi, Addl. DEO – Mr. LalitDak , Supervisor Sports- Ms. Nidhi and Deputy Controller Civil Defence – Mr. Amit
Sharma.The programme commenced with the blessings of Lord followed by Patriotic dance and song, an enthralling Kalbelia
dance performance by the RYANITES. The guest then hoisted the Sports flag which was followed by the oath ceremony. The
Guest for the day motivated the players with their inspirational words.The programme ensued with the hail of motherland and
melodious school anthem.

ter quality of life including better health
care and education.”
“India knows that there would be many
more proud moments to rejoice.”
“When it comes to space programme
the best is yet to come.”
“There are new frontiers to discover
and new places to go. We will rise to the

occasion and scale newer heights of success. “
“To our scientists I want to say, India
is with you. True to your nature, you ventured into a place where no one had never
gone before.”
“You have gone as close as you could.
I can proudly say the effort was worth it
and so was the journey
Our team worked hard and travelled
far, and those teachings will always
remain with us”
“The learning from today will get us
a stronger and better tomorrow”
“I thank the families of our space scientists. Their silent but valuable support
remains a major strength in our effort.”
“Sisters and brothers, resilience and
tenacity are centre to India’s ethos. In
our glorious history we may have faced
moments that could have crushed us but

we never gave up. This is the reason our
civilization stands tall.”
In our glorious history we may have
faced moments that could have crushed
us but we never gave up. This is the reason our civilization stands tall.”
“We have made historical achievements. I know that ISRO also does not
failures to let it down”
“There will be a new dawn and a better tomorrow. Without worrying about
results we go ahead and that is our history.”
I have confidence in you. Your dreams
are higher than mine. And I am fully confident on your hopes.
I am meeting you to get inspiration
from you. You are a sea of inspiration
and a living evidence of inspirationI congratulate you all and wish you all the best
in your endeavours.

RYAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, UDAIPUR
BAGGED WITH THE INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL AWARD -BRITISH COUNCIL
Udaipur: Once again Ryan
International School, Udaipur bagged
the prestigious International School Award,
a Global Collaborative Learning
Competition Organized by British Council.
The International School Award is a
Global Benchanarking Project that recognizes the outstanding work done by
school that are committed to developing
International dimensions in the Curriculum
to help young learners become effective

global citizens.
The school initiated the projects
through collaborating with schools from
U.S.A, London, Nepal and Canada.
The students enthusiastically conducted projects on topics of Environmental
Degradation & Toxic Wastes , International
& Indian Rivers, Olympics Grasslands
in North America, Fractions etc. and
touching many more subjects, students
exchanged emails, conducted online sur-

veys & Interviews through video conferencing and conducted in house activities
on the topics of their interest.

